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Early detection of perceived risk among users of a UK travel health website compared with internet search activity and media coverage during the 2015–2016 Zika virus outbreak: an observational study
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ABSTRACT

Objectives The Zika virus (ZIKV) outbreak in the Americas in 2015–2016 posed a novel global threat due to the association with congenital malformations and its rapid spread. Timely information about the spread of the disease was paramount to public health bodies issuing travel advisories. This paper looks at the online interaction with a national travel health website during the outbreak and compares this to trends in internet searches and news media output.

Methods Time trends were created for weekly views of ZIKV-related pages on a UK travel health website, relative search volumes for ‘Zika’ on Google UK, ZIKV-related items aggregated by Google UK News and rank of ZIKV travel advisories among all other pages between 15 November 2015 and 20 August 2016.

Results Time trends in traffic to the travel health website corresponded with Google searches, but less so with media items due to intense coverage of the Rio Olympics. Travel advisories for pregnant women were issued from 7 December 2015 and began to increase in popularity (rank) from early January 2016, weeks before a surge in interest as measured by Google searches/news items at the end of January 2016.

Conclusions The study showed an amplification of perceived risk among users of a national travel health website weeks before the initial surge in public interest. This suggests a potential value for tools to detect changes in online information seeking behaviours for predicting periods of high demand where the routine capability of travel health services could be exceeded.

OBJECTIVES

The rapidly evolving Zika virus (ZIKV) outbreak associated with a cluster of congenital malformations in Brazil in 2015 led WHO to declare the outbreak a public health emergency of international concern on 1 February 2016.1

Authoritative, accurate and timely information about the spread of ZIKV was paramount to the work of public health bodies issuing travel advisories, especially to pregnant women, as the outbreak unfolded and spread across the Americas. This was important, first, to prevent harm in travellers at higher risk of complications from ZIKV, specifically pregnant women2; second, to support travel health services at a time of high demand; and third, to disseminate appropriate public health messages while media attention was high.3

Repositories of data on online behaviours carry rich potentials for surveillance and have been termed infodemiology, that is, the science of distribution and determinants of online information with the aim of informing public health and public policy.4–7 Google Flu Trends represents an early example of an infodemiological system that has been used for both early detection and estimation of outbreak magnitude.8 There have since been several applications in infectious
disease surveillance (dengue, Ebola virus, swine influenza, ZIKV), both in endemic and non-endemic settings, and exploiting a variety of data sources such as online search engines,\(^8\) social media networks,\(^9\) online encyclopaedias,\(^10\) media newsrooms and news aggregators,\(^3\) and mediated surveillance networks.\(^11\) Some of the lessons from these early works have been that information seeking behaves wax and wane as new information becomes available and satisfies gaps in knowledge.\(^12\) In some situation, especially in endemic settings, there may be an equilibrium between information seeking and case numbers, which is useful for predicting the pressure on frontline services or in countries with limited surveillance capability.\(^10\) In this study, we look at information seeking behaviours among users of a UK national travel health website during the 2015–2016 ZIKV outbreak and compare this with time trends in concurrent internet searches and output from news media rooms. The motivation being that travel health services are staffed by healthcare professionals who routinely deal with traveller risk scenarios weeks and months ahead of departure. The paper in that way looks at the potential value of a professional network as a sentinel surveillance system for predicting periods of high demand on travel health services\(^8\) over commonly used sources such as internet search engines and news media.

METHODS

The National Travel Health Network and Centre (NaTHNaC) is a government-commissioned clinical advisory service supporting travel health services in England, Wales and Northern Ireland in consultation with Public Health England’s Travel and Migrant Health unit. Its main information channel is a website (https://travelhealthpro.org.uk). Emerging threats such as ZIKV are covered in frequently updated news items and outbreak surveillance notices. Established threats are covered in factsheets with advice to travellers and healthcare professionals. In the case of the ZIKV outbreak, the news items with travel advisories for pregnant women issued from 7 December 2015 onwards quickly became highly accessed. Various other news items on ZIKV and a factsheet (ZIKV risk assessment) were also available but were much less visited. Data on the weekly number of unique pageviews (defined as number of sessions in which the page was viewed at least once and from hereon referred to as ‘views’) for each page were extracted using Google Analytics, and the rank according to the weekly number of views was calculated. The access to the travelhealthpro.org.uk website was compared with Google searches (a measure of interest from the public) and news items aggregated by Google UK News (a measure of media output). The relative search volumes for ‘Zika’ were obtained from Google Trends UK (https://www.google.co.uk/trends; country: UK) and ZIKV-related news items on Google UK News (term: ‘zika’; https://news.google.co.uk/; country: UK, date of extraction: 1 September 2016). The media news items were included if the headline and excerpt were ZIKV related, and each item was categorised by topic (General concerns/Rio de Janeiro Olympics 2016/Vector control/Vaccine development/Business news/First imported cases to a country/Sexual transmission news/Refund/cancellation practices of tourism industry/First deaths for a country/First congenital Zika syndrome cases for a country or region/First local transmission in a country/Other). It was not uncommon for news items to include information on multiple aspects of the outbreak (ie, virus, disease, geographical spread, adverse outcomes, possible control measures, burden on society, etc). These items were grouped together under ‘general concerns’. The study period began on 15 November 2015, the week WHO first published news about a microcephaly cluster in Northeast Brazil on 20 November 2015\(^21\) and ended on 20 August 2016, coinciding with the final week of the Rio Olympics 2016. Data for the entire period were extracted at weekly intervals (Sunday–Saturday weeks). Data analyses were carried out in Stata 14.\(^22\)

RESULTS

The analysis of ZIKV-related items from the Google UK news aggregator yielded a total of 1750 items (table 1). The majority of items were categorised under general concerns (43.8%) or the Rio Olympics 2016 (37.9%). Other popular topics, although on a smaller scale, concerned control measures such as vector control (5.1%) and vaccine development (3%). The time series of the news items by category revealed that items about the Rio Olympics overtook all other topics from the beginning of June 2016 and culminating at the beginning of August, the week of the opening ceremony (figure 1).
The time series of ZIKV-related browsing activities were characterised by an initial surge, at the end of January to the beginning of February 2016, punctuated by smaller spikes on travelhealthpro.org.uk and on Google searches in April and May, and again at the end of July (figure 2). The opening week of the Rio Olympics at the beginning of August was associated with the highest number of news items of the study period. The rank of the first travel advisory to pregnant women published on 7 December 2015 quickly declined in popularity (rank) only to rise again in popularity from the beginning of January 2016 (figure 3). The third travel advisory, published on 26 January 2016,
remained among the 10 most popular pages on the website throughout the study period. The three pregnancy travel advisories had reached a total of 149,496 views by 20 August 2016. For comparison, the most popular item covering the developments of the Ebola virus outbreak in West Africa only reached 20,000 views between July and December 2014 (unpublished information, NaTHNaC, 1 September 2016).

**DISCUSSION**

Traditionally, public health bodies have been informed about changes in the burden of diseases mainly through indicator-based surveillance systems such as yearly incidence or prevalence rates of predefined diseases. In recent decades, however, increasing attention has been directed towards the development and use of complementary event-based surveillance systems tuned at detecting new and emerging threats of the month, week, day or even hour.\(^23\)\(^24\) Online information seeking behaviours (information demand), user-generated content and online media stories (information supply) have opened new and almost immediate opportunities for surveillance of emerging threats. This scientific discipline has been termed infodemiology or infoveillance.\(^5\)\(^6\) An early example of an infodemiological system was the Google Flu Trends, which could predict demand on healthcare systems based on mass searches for influenza symptoms and remedies on the Google search engine.\(^9\) Part of the early detection relies on the fact that many individuals will try to self-diagnose and self-treat before seeking help from the healthcare services. Several studies have since explored the potential of various online data sources for early detection including online search engines,\(^9\)\(^–\)\(^14\) social media networks such as Twitter,\(^12\)\(^–\)\(^15\) the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia,\(^17\) media newsrooms and news aggregators\(^3\)\(^–\)\(^18\)\(^–\)\(^19\) and mediated surveillance networks such as Programme for Monitoring Emerging Diseases.\(^20\)

Particular diseases of interest have been swine/seasonal influenza,\(^3\)\(^–\)\(^18\)\(^–\)\(^19\) Ebola virus disease,\(^9\)\(^–\)\(^13\)\(^–\)\(^16\)\(^–\)\(^20\) dengue\(^10\)\(^–\)\(^14\) and, most recently, ZIKV.\(^12\)\(^–\)\(^15\)

Google Flu Trends has since been replaced by more sophisticated systems exploiting multiple data sources and calibrating the models to take regional variation into account (eg, internet connectivity, demographic factors and healthcare seeking behaviours).\(^25\)\(^–\)\(^26\) Infodemiological systems, including early versions of Google Flu Trends, have been subject to criticism on a number of other points too. First, some have been critical of the fact that many of the Google tools and underlying algorithms have not been published and have thus remained methodologically ‘black boxes’.\(^27\) Second, and more fundamentally, less is known about internet and datadriven methodologies than traditional methods. New biases have to be defined and addressed, for example, that internet searches for a part are made by robots and not humans with genuine concerns about diseases.\(^27\) Third, the issues around the fear and curiosity driven initial bursts of information seeking can mask de facto risk especially for new threats. An interesting example of this was the disproportional interest in the few Ebola cases
in the USA compared with the situation in West Africa during the 2014 Ebola epidemic. This and other studies have similarly found a very high initial interest in the ZIKV outbreak, especially as the first cases were imported to the USA and Europe. This phenomenon has been termed the social amplification of risk mechanism and known to be modified by volume, content and tone of coverage. Further attention can be triggered by key events such as first imported case, first death or, in the case of ZIKV, first pregnant case or first case of congenital Zika syndrome. In the present study, secondary spikes in online behaviours were observed in April, May and at the end of July in both the professional network and in Google searches. The spike in April coincided with reports about scientific consensus for a causal link between ZIKV infection and microcephaly and Guillian-Barré syndrome. The spike at the end of July coincided with the first local cases of mosquito-borne ZIKV infection in Florida, USA. In the case of ZIKV and the UK media, the majority of ZIKV-related items from June to August were associated with an even bigger news generator, that is, the Rio Olympics with extensive coverage of, for example, top athletes dropping out due to the ZIKV outbreak. The epidemiological ‘signal value’ of media stories has in this case been weaker than for the online trends of Google searches or the information seeking behaviour on a travel health website. Chan et al similarly found that dengue-related Google searches were better correlated with case numbers in endemic countries, where outbreaks are newsworthy yet not media sensations. Fourth, many syndromic surveillance systems set up in the 2000s have been discontinued due to high false positive rates, which have led some observers to ask for systems incorporating higher quality sensors to inform early responders more effectively. Finally, some have advocated for surveillance systems based on voluntary panels of members of the public that should offer timeliness and a tentative compromise between the safety and limitations of traditional study designs and the promises and perils of crowd-based systems. Sections of the public planning to travel to potentially high risk disease areas may seek advice, vaccinations and other protection from travel health services, either voluntarily or due to mandatory requirements imposed by governments and the WHO. Due to vaccination schedules, consultations may have to be arranged weeks or months before departure. Potentially vulnerable travellers such as pregnant women, young children, those with immunocompromise or other comorbidities are particularly likely to seek professional travel health advice. The online interaction with a national travel health information service could for that reason act as a sentinel system for early detection of an emerging outbreak—at least at the point where it starts to be considered a risk to travellers. The advantage of such a system would be to direct attention to emerging issues at an early stage before a surge in public/media interest threaten to overwhelm the routine capability of frontline services.

There are undeniably many examples of where the media, as a whole, delivers important health messages in ways that are not misleading or merely seeking to cause sensation. The present study, however, can show that trends in media reports on an infectious disease are not always related to risk as no exported cases of ZIKV were reported in connection with the Rio Olympics. A possible limitation of a system based on online information seeking behaviours could be robots designed to boost traffic to other websites for commercial gains. We have not been able to exclude this possibility, but the fact that the audience is relatively small and specialised makes this less likely than had it been big and broad in terms of interests.

The study used a large and broad range of news sources aggregated by Google News, which assists in making the results generalisable. The various Google tools have virtue in being widely used and the data easily accessible. Formal validation of many of the tools is, however, still pending on the disclosure of the underlying methodologies.

CONCLUSIONS
The study showed an amplification of perceived risk among users of a national travel health website weeks before the initial surge in public interest at the end of January 2016. This suggests a potential value for tools to detect changes in online information seeking behaviours for predicting periods of high demand where the routine capability of travel health services could be exceeded.
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